
Summer is great ..
Hanging out with friends at the beach 
Summer is great …
Eating watermelon in the pool
Summer is great…
Going on long walks with your dogs 
Summer is great…
Playing in the pool with your friends
Summer is great …
Sitting outside at night looking at the stars 
Summer is great ..
But it ends after a few months 
So spend the summer while you can  
because it will soon be winter

By Annabelle

The world of pigs 
Pigs  playing in mud 
Pigs eating cheerrios 
Pigs sleeping quietly 
Pigs playing in the pond 
Pigs getting new homes 
Pigs pigs pigs pigs 
Pigs looking up to the greatest pigs in the 
world ginger and Ester 
What lovely creatures 
Pigs pigs pigs pigs pigs

By Sophie

Splish Splosh.

Splish splosh splish splosh the raindrops fell on the wet grass.
Splish splosh splish splosh the rain fell on the trees.
Splish splosh splish splosh the rain fell on the flowers .
Splish splosh splish splosh  the rain fell on my head.
Splish splosh splish splosh the rain fell on the birds.
Splish splosh splish splosh the raindrops fell on the puppy!

By Izzy

Christmas delight     by Zeus

I wake up with a startle and a fright,
I want to go down stairs right now to see if he's brought delight.

The house is silent, no jiggle bells can be heard.
I would have to creep,creep,creep but the floorboards creak.
I don't want to wake those who still sleep.

I lay back in my bed close my eyes tight to go back to sleep, but all i can think about is
The surprises that lay waiting, I am just so excited how can I go back to sleep.

So I wait and wait, but it takes so much to stop the wanting and do the right thing
But I know if I do, a lot of happiness it will bring.



The Eagle     by Reuben

Flying up high                                
Looking down for prey
Almost been up there all day
But finally spots a mouse
A long way from his house
And dives down low 
When he shouts GO!
Got the mouse 
Trapped in his beak
Flying back up 
Taking it to the peak
Landing on the nest 
Finally coming to a rest
Waiting for the other eagles 
To tell him to go west

The peacock mantis shrimp

A small creature that can 
badly injure a human

A small creature as 
beautiful and colorful as a rainbow 

A small creature that 
punches its prey like Tyson fury.                                                     

A small creature yet so 
beautiful and strong can not stop 

Its family from peril. 

By George

Happiness by Riley 

Happiness is waking up on your birthday
Or on christmas,
Happiness is dreaming big but waking with a smile,
Happiness is seeing my family after such a long while.
Happiness can be many things in life, 
My happiness is scoring goals, 
Getting a win or doing things right,
Going that extra mile but most of all,
My happiness comes from seeing you smile.

Man on the moon
How do you do?
Man on the moon 
Do you use zoom?
Man on the moon
What do you do?
Man on the moon
Please come down?
Man on the moon
What have you found?
Man on the moon

Time in the world 

Time is fun 
You might eat a bun

Time is cool
You might spend time in the pool

Time is silly
It might be chilly

Time is scary
You might feel weary

Time is fun 



How do you do?
Man on the moon 

Do you use zoom?

By Rowan

You might eat a bun
Time is cool

You might spend time in the pool

By Zak

AS…...

As I stroke her soft fur
As I run around the garden with her
As I see her muddy feet
As she strides along the concrete. 
As she makes a loud bark
As it sounds just like a lark
As she chews on a toy
As it fills my heart with joy
As I look at her cute face
As we have a race

By Issy

Spring
Spring is colourful
Spring is daffodils
Spring is lambs being born
Spring is animals
Spring is beautiful
Spring is flowers

Spring is amazing
Spring is joyful
Spring is buds growing on the trees
But today
Spring is damp. misty and cold

By Lyla

Storms

I cannot help but stop and look at breezy gusts.
Do gusts make you shiver?
do they?

I cannot help but stop and look at the massive supercell.
Down, down, down into the darkness of the supercell,
Gently it goes - grumble grumble.

downdrafts are  big!
downdrafts are exceptionally massive.
Down, down, down into the darkness of the downdrafts,
Gently they go - the drift of a leaf
Just like an eye of earth, is storms.
Do storms make you shiver?
do they?

By Lewis


